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ABSTRACT
Badam, Sriram Karthik M.S.E.C.E, Purdue University, August 2014. Developing Digital
Media Platforms for Early Design. Major Professor: Niklas Elmqvist.
In recent times, mobile devices are becoming an integral part of our daily life. Software
applications on these handheld devices are successfully migrating the traditional paper-
based activities such as reading news, books, and even navigating through maps, onto the
digital medium. While these applications allow information access anywhere and anytime,
there is still a necessity for repurposing these digital media to support content/information
creation especially in domains such as industrial design where paper-based activities are
common. To utilize direct-touch tablets for collaborative conceptual design, we studied
their affordances and iteratively developed a web-based wiki system, named skWiki. In this
thesis, we first report an evaluation of the impact of utilizing a capacitive stylus for tracing
and sketching on direct-touch tablets. This study uncovers the differences in quantitative
and qualitative performance of the tablet medium compared to the paper medium when
using a stylus (pen) or finger input for both tracing and sketching. While paper performed
better overall, we found that the tablet medium, when used with a capacitive stylus, per-
formed comparably to the paper medium for sketching tasks. These findings can guide
sketch application designers in developing an appropriate interaction design for various in-
put methods. In order to explore the advantages of the ubiquity of information generated
on digital media, we developed Sketchbox, an Android application for sketching and shar-
ing ideas using Dropbox as the storage cloud. An evaluation of the usage patterns of this
application in a collaborative toy design scenario provided necessary guidelines for devel-
oping the skWiki system. skWiki overcomes the drawbacks of traditional wiki software,
that are used as design repositories, by providing a rich editor infrastructure for sketching,
text editing, and image editing. Apart from these features, skWiki provides a higher degree
xii
of freedom in sharing (cloning, branching, and merging) different versions of a sketch at
various data granularities by introducing the concept of paths for maintaining revisions in
a collaborative design process. We evaluated the utility of skWiki through a user study by
comparing constrained and unconstrained sharing models. Furthermore, skWiki was used
by the students of toy design and product design courses for both collaborative ideation and
design activities. We discuss the findings and qualitative feedback from the evaluation of
skWiki, and potential features for the next version of this tool.
11. INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets have successfully replaced paper with
digital applications for many everyday activities such as reading newspapers, novels, and
even travel maps. In the process of this transition, guidelines for creating post-WIMP
interfaces and hierarchical user interfaces with focus+context views have been created to
adapt to the new form factor. Figure 1.1 shows an example of how the limited screen space
of a mobile can be used to show summaries of news articles, which can further be selected
to show detailed views of the articles. This style of focus+context visual layouts have been
one of the core guidelines behind ubiquitous information access/consumption. On the other
hand, typical information generation or content creation processes has not yet gained full
interest in the human-computer interaction community especially industrial design on a
mobile device. This begs the question, can we use digital media—for example tablets and
smartphones—for information creation?
Industrial design, in general, involves development of an idea for a product through
sketching and further domain-specific modeling. Custom hardware such as Wacom devices
have already been designed to aid the process of building design models using computer-
aided design tools and direct-touch interaction. Although these devices are very successful
and widely famous, they are dedicated and expensive. Furthermore, they require applica-
tion level support for the advanced post-WIMP interaction that is made possible through
direct-touch. In contrast, the wide range of mobile devices available in the market can be
directly used for this process, but they are restrictive in terms of screen space and precision
of input. There are issues such as fat finger problem [1] that may affect creative design on
these direct-touch devices.
While some recent tools have evolved to support design on portable media, they do
not directly support the divergent (exploraton of design space) and convergent (pruning of
design space) processes of design [2]. In essence, existing software frameworks also lack
2Fig. 1.1. Overview and detail views designed to provide seamless interac-
tion for information access on small screen devices such as smartphones.
proper data management and interaction abilities to overcome the various liabilities caused
by the digital form factor compared to traditional pen and paper medium. Furthermore, it
is needless to say that we do not have to be restricted to the features provided by pen-paper
media for collaborative design. For example, data captured while sketching on the digital
media can be retrieved at various granularities in time by storing the intermediary revisions
of a sketch, thus providing more choices for design exploration during collaboration. Re-
cent work by Hailpern et al. [3] provides the ability to share sketches among multiple users
but they treat the sketches as individual entities thus making it hard to retrieve aforemen-
tioned revisions of a sketch generated over time.
The next few sections discuss various digital media, followed by an outline on collabo-
rative ideation, and goals of this thesis.
31.1 Digital Media
The ubiquity of information access and the ability of multimodal interaction on digital
devices such as direct-touch tablets has led to the increased use of these digital media
for ideation and, in general, design. Even popular digital design tool developers such as
Autodesk are now providing tools for design1 and modelling on digital tablets.
Popular devices dominating the market currently include Apple Ipad, Google nexus,
and Samsung galaxy note2. While some of these tablets provide a dedicated stylus with a
small tip, similar to a typical pen tip, others can use a wide range of generic capacitive styli
available on the market. These styli resemble a finger in tip dimensions, and are usable on
any capacitive screen thus making them generic. In contrast, the dedicated styli provide
more precise input due to their small tip size. In our research, as discussed later, we found
that these dedicated styli performed similarly to a generic capactive stylus for sketching
simple shapes, thus proving not my precise input but also form factor matters.
Even among the blunt-tip (finger-like) capacitive styli there are various form factors and
picking the right stylus for the task promotes better user experience. For example, Adoint
Jot Touch, designed for handwriting, has a flat see-through rubber tip but this material has
more friction than the Wacom bamboo stylus with a squishy tip. These input media need to
be evaluated to compare the performance amongst themselves for various tasks of interest
by identifying different aspects by which these media differ from one another. In later
chapters, we present evaluations of various digital media with respect to low-level aspects
introduced by the form factor such as familarity, occlusion, friction, and parallax; and also
high level aspects emerging from the sharing models for collaborative conceptual design.
We have used the following direct-touch tablets for our evaluations: (1) Google Nexus 7,
(2) Samasung Galaxy Note 10.1, (3) Apple iPad 2, and (4) Microsoft Surface Pro 2; in




41.2 Collaborative Ideation and Design
Product design is commonly performed in collaborative environments at a global scale
with distributed teams of engineers and designers working together [4]. Brainstorming [5]
has been a popular technique for collaborative ideation in the distributed design environ-
ments. Still, there are other techniques proposed such as 635 Method [6] and brain writ-
ing [7], that are slightly more constained in terms of idea sharing than a typical brain-
storming. However, the medium of brainstorming (paper vs. tablet) imposes its own set of
constraints. For example, ideas sketched on paper are hard to copy as they require the use
of photocopiers or scanners, but a sketch drawn on a digital medium is easier to share.
In the context of paper medium, various graphical techniques such as C-Sketch [8]
have been developed to enable structured brainstorming. While each of these methods
have their own benefits they cannot utilize the various degrees of freedom in sharing and
the data models possible on a digital medium. This is because of the techniques do not
adapt to the medium of brainstorming or rather impose constraints that are studied to work
effectively on paper.
There are many requirements for computer supported collaborative tools to support col-
laborative ideation processes on the digital media. Apart from just saving the digital content
created on a computer or a mobile device, these tools need to be more intelligent at iden-
tifying and distinguishing the type of information, manage granularity of this information,
and achieve a sharing model that allows natural use of the digital medium without missing
the traditional pen and paper. For example, working on paper can give the users the ability
to pass on (share) their ideas to others at any point of time during ideation, while some dig-
ital tools require explicit sharing procedure that can involve multiple steps. In such cases,
the tool can be designed to be either intelligent enough to overcome such expectations from
the user or give enough motive to perform such an operation.
A more detailed description of aforementioned design alternatives for digital media
along with the introduction of skWiki, a web-based collaborative sketching system is pro-
vided in later chapters.
51.3 Research Goals and Contributions
The research described in this thesis is itself an outcome of a collaboration and the
individual work of the author has been highlighted in this section and later chapters appro-
priately. Development of digital media platforms for early design involves understanding
the aspects of digital medium that are different compared to the traditional paper medium,
and based on the advantages of the media, software frameworks can be developed to aid
early design on digital media. The main goal of this thesis is to iteratively develop a frame-
work for collaborative design on digital media while evaluating both hardware and software
aspects of the system. In order to achieve this, we outline the following goals (along with
the names of the respective tools presented in this thesis):
G1 Conceptual design involves developing an idea through sketching and tracing. There-
fore, identify various aspects by which the digital media differ from each other and
the paper medium, and evaluate the media for sketching and tracing.
G2 Design a collaborative sketching framework to utilize the possibility of content shar-
ing on mobile devices. [Sketchbox]
G3 Perform in-situ studies and study the advantages and missing features of the prelim-
inary collaborative sketching tool. [Sketchbox]
G4 Develop a storage repository for collaborative sketching based on the findings from
the preliminary tool. [skWiki]
G5 Provide rich editor abilities in order to support information-rich sketches with vec-
tor drawings, text annotations, and images, thus supporting all creative processes in
general. [skWiki]
G6 Design a sharing model that explores the various choices in sharing, data granularity,
and representation of the collaborative process. [skWiki]
G7 Understand the effects of the sharing model on the collaboration dynamics.
6Although these goals cover the overarching research of our team, the author tackled the
goals G1, G2, G5, and G6 first hand. The organization of this thesis concentrates chiefly on
the goals tackled by the author while providing brief descriptions of others. Chapter 2 pro-
vides a detailed literature review of performance evaluations of various input media such
as direct-touch tablets, and distributed user interfaces for sketching. Following this, chap-
ters 3 covers an evaluation of direct-touch tablets with different input devices for sketching
and tracing. Chapter 4 provides a segway towards the skWiki by discussing about early
design and a preliminary prototype: Sketchbox. Chapters 5 and 6 covers the design and
development of the skWiki tool along with an evaluation of its sharing model. They also
cover a summary of the feedback and findings from a practical use of skWiki. Finally, the
document ends with chapters 7 and 8 discussing the implications of collaborative sketching
tools such as skWiki and features that could benefit future implementations.
72. SKETCHING AND HCI
Numerous tools for brainstorming and sketching have been developed. Many of these
tools are intended for co-located-synchronous design sessions and support the use of large
displays along with mobile devices. In this chapter, we recap some of the popular work on
sketching and HCI support, along with previous evaluations of various input devices.
2.1 Sketching as a Tool for Early Design
Fish and Scrivener describe sketching as “the production of untidy images to assist in
the development of visual ideas” [9, p. 117]. Sketching in the context of design has been
studied extensively in both engineering and architecture [10]. Ullman [11] states the role
of sketching as a means of extending the working memory of the designer. Design is a
process of “reflective conversation” with materials [12, p. 154], and sketching enables a
dialogue between the designer and the sketch itself, which aids this reflection [13, 14].
With the advent of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) in the 1970s, there has been a higher
tendency to use CAD tools in place of traditional sketching tools in early design. Bilda
et al. [15] compared the use of paper-pencil sketching with CAD media by architecture
students in a controlled study, and report that “designers mostly associated global spatial
relations effectively when they work with free-hand sketches, as the digital media was not
flexible to allow a doodling activity or a diagrammatic representation” [p. 48]. Other stud-
ies performed on CAD tools for conceptual design [16] and on collaboration using both
CAD and manual sketching [17] revealed similar observations: (1) CAD tools are char-
acterized by “arduous I/O devices”, which limit the designer’s thinking, and also cause
premature design fixation, and (2) sketching, while not possessing the enhanced visual-
ization offered by CAD, is more intuitive and conducive to conceptual design. The role
of sketching in the design process is coming back to the engineering school: Taborda et
8al. [18] emphasize the importance of sketching in early design and introduce sketching as
a tool for creative thinking in a toy design course.
Sketching is used in a wide variety of design disciplines and is not restricted to me-
chanical engineering or architecture. For example, Huot et al. [19] developed a sketch-
based interface builder for post-WIMP interfaces called MaggLite. MaggLite is based on
a mixed-graphs model which augments the regular scene graph with a interaction graph
that describes interactions with the interface. Landay et al.’s sketching tool SILK, and its
extension DENIM [20], both use sketching for early user interface design, including web-
site design. Davis et al. [21] developed K-Sketch, a kinetic sketching interface for creating
rudimentary animations, as an alternative to prototyping animations in PowerPoint. They
show how the interface reduced the user’s cognitive load, and speeds up development time
by allowing the user to defer details. The study forms an interesting analogy to the com-
parison of sketching and CAD reviewed above.
Schmidt et al. [22] in their review of sketching among engineering students emphasize
the encouraging of sketching practice, both through the course and through the use of
digital tools like the Smartpen and direct-touch tablet. They recommend that the sketching
interface be transparent, intuitive, adaptive, and smart, so that it is convenient to sketch,
annotate, and communicate ideas. Jonson [23] charts out the place of the free-hand sketch
in today’s mixed-media design culture, and places the fast, low-precision “quick sketch” in
the “hi-speed”, “low-fi” quadrant of his chart, which shows CAD drawings and models in
the “hi-speed”, “hi-fi” quadrant. The developments in natural-user interfaces (NUIs) that
have occurred since then has the potential of moving sketching also into the “hi-speed”,
“hi-fi” quadrant. To do this, we need to understand the constraints of both the designer’s
methods, and the digital media available for sketching.
2.2 HCI for Sketching
Since the development of Sutherland’s Sketchpad [24], there have been various graphi-
cal input devices that have been developed for use with the computer, including CAD. Here
9we look at more recent developments in digital sketching interfaces—interfaces that use the
pen-paper paradigm.
Vandoren et al. [25] developed IntuPaint, a digital touch interface that uses the paradigm
of the paint brush with bristles and a paint easel for a more intuitive digital painting experi-
ence. They use physical paradigms of paint-mixing, smudging, and erasing and incorporate
them into their digital media to simplify otherwise complex workflows that are imposed by
most commercial digital painting interfaces. Bae et al. [26] developed a 3D curve sketch-
ing system called ILoveSketch that combines the affordances of a paper-based sketching
interface as well as a 3D CAD interface. They incorporated sketching and gesture-based
2D navigation like panning and rotation that emulate similar activities the designer is used
to with paper, while at the same time allowing for CAD operations like 3D curve sketching,
spline curve creation and repair, and zoom-and-rotate navigation.
2.3 Performance Evaluations
Fitt’s law [27], and the Steering Law [28] were both developed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of these graphical input devices in pointing and navigation (steering) respectively.
Accot and Zhai, who first mathematically proposed the Steering Law as an extension of
Fitt’s Law [28], evaluated the performance of five input devices—mouse, digital pen tablet,
trackpad, and track ball—using the Steering Law [29]. Their experiment consisted of trac-
ing lines and circles of various length and width on different input media, and measuring the
“steering time” (time taken to complete the tracing/steering task). They found the mouse
and the tablet to show the least steering time and the highest index of performance. Pas-
tel [30] conducted two experiments to extend the Steering Law to shapes with corners, and
found a significant effect of corner angle on the steering time. Kattinakere [31] extend the
Steering Law to a 3-dimensional tunnel, as in the case of above-the-surface interactions
like hovering.
Zambramski et al.’s work [32] evaluating various input methods such as mouse, finger
and digital pen, with a quantitative measure based on the Steering Law, showed that finger
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touch outperforms the other two in terms of tracing speed. Vogel and Baudisch [33] studied
the issues of occlusion and ambiguity caused by using the finger as a pointing device. They
propose a pointing technique called “Shift” that mitigates this issue by placing a callout
of the area occluded by the finger in a non-occluded area. Thorsteinsson [34] studied the
possibilities and effects of using a digital tablet for drawing 3D shapes on digital and paper
media in a secondary school classroom. While the pencil significantly outperfomed the
tablet interface, he observed that “students’ skills are more important than the media [on
which they draw]” [p. 206].
There have been considerable developments for intuitive and functional digital inter-
faces for sketching directed towards design and the arts. There have also been a num-
ber of user studies performed for the large-display tablet with a resistive-touch stylus, and
sketching studies that compare available design (CAD) packages with traditional pen-paper
sketching interfaces. However, there is little literature available on the effects of the recent
influx of direct-touch portable tablets. Yang [35] points out the need in sketching tools
for critical affordances like portability, ease of sketching, and ease of annotation that are
required for the more exploratory and agile concept design stages. Zabramski and Nee-
lakannan [36] conducted an experiment to understand the effects of pen-paper and digital
pen-tablet combinations on user creativity. They base their conclusions on a qualitative
study using the figural part of Torrance Tests for Creative Thinking (TCTT). Their results
indicated that there are no significant differences between the sketches (figures) drawn on
paper and digital interfaces.
So far, we covered the motivation behind using sketching as a tool for conceptual design
and advanced user interfaces desgined for 2D and 3D design. Following this, we presented
various the related work in both qualitative and quantitative performance evaluation of var-
ious input media. While it is clearly worth investing direct-touch tablets for sketching in
collaborative design, there is also recent work that suggests otherwise. Haber et al. [37]
compared paper, tablet, and hybrid interfaces for collaborative analytics. Their results indi-
cated that paper is overwhelmingly preferred as a tool of choice between paper, tablet, and
hybrid media, and promoted more discussion among users during collaboration. However,
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the research presented in the next few chapters shows us that tablets are indeed close to
replacing paper especially when the information sharing takes place through the medium
during collaboration. The next chapter covers a user study which attempts to bridge the
gap between digital and analog sketching media by focusing on sketching and HCI perfor-
mance tasks for portable sketching media like the direct-touch tablet, and use our study to
compare it with the traditional sketchbook.
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3. TRACING AND SKETCHING ON DIRECT-TOUCH TABLETS
The paperless office may likely remain a myth for the foreseeable future [38], but the
increasing prevalence of smartphones and touch displays is making inroads towards re-
placing paper in many settings. One of the last strongholds against this development is
the designer’s notebook [39], traditionally a pen-and-paper medium. The paper notebook,
ideally suited to the informal nature of early design sketches [23], is used for jotting down
ideas and sketching design concepts. While the strengths of a digital medium, such as easy
replication and composition, and persistent storage, are understood, the tradeoffs between
these and the strengths of paper are not. In particular, will the move to a digital medium
change the low-level performance of sketching for speed as well as accuracy?
In this chapter, we attempted to answer this question by reporting on the results of a
formal user study where participants were asked to both trace pre-defined shapes (Stage 1)
as well as make free-hand sketches (Stage 2) using pen-and-paper compared to a digital
tablet. Since direct-touch tablets remain dominant in the marketplace, we chose to use (a)
the finger, and (b) the capacitive stylus with a soft, blunt tip, both used as input devices
for the capacitive display tablet. In the tracing task (Stage 1), participants were asked to
trace given shapes—line, circle, triangle, square, and a cross—while staying within a given
tunnel around the shape. We measured the completion time for the successful trials as well
as the number of failed attempts (straying outside the tunnel). In the free-hand sketching
task (Stage 2), we showed participants perspective views of a cube and a cylinder, and
instructed them to sketch both shapes freehand using these media. We then organized an
online survey where crowdsourced workers rated the aesthetics of these sketches without
knowing the medium and interface used to create them.
Furthermore, the pen-paper media showed significantly less failures com- pared to both
finger-tablet and stylus-tablet. Within the tablet media, stylus-tablet was more accurate
than finger-tablet, in- dicating that the stylus could be an acceptable middle ground in the
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choice between digital and paper media. On the other hand, for free-hand sketching, pen-
paper sketches received on average 1.7 more votes than both tablet conditions, a signifi-
cant difference, while the stylus and finger conditions showed no significant difference.
This suggests that paper still has an advantage for free-hand drawing.
Our results show that tracing on tablets (with both finger and stylus) was 13% faster
than pen-and-paper, a significant difference. We speculate that this may be an effect of
the higher friction between pen and paper compared to tablet surfaces. We also analyze a
subset of our data in terms of the Steering Law [28]. To offset the increased speed, the pen-
paper media showed fewer failures compared to the digital tablets. Tracing on the tablet
with the stylus was more accurate (in terms of failures) than with the finger, indicating
that the stylus is an acceptable middle ground in the choice between digital and paper
media. Furthermore, the sketches drawn on the paper and tablet medium (with stylus) were
not significantly different in quality, thus placing the stylus-tablet medium as a reliable
alternative for paper.
Some of the newer tablets—such as theMicrosoft Surface and the Galaxy Note Tablet—
incorporate a sharp and hard-tipped stylus with increased tracking accuracy and perfor-
mance. Such a device mimics the behavior of a normal pen to a much higher degree than a
blunt-tipped capacitive stylus. In order to investigate how our results from the initial user
study apply to such hard-tipped styli, we followed up that study with a comparison between
the same blunt-tip stylus that was used for the earlier study, and a hard-tipped stylus (the
S Pen on a Galaxy Note 10.1 tablet). In addition to the above mentioned task, a task of
sketching a mechanical component was assigned to evaluate the performance of the stylus
in a real-world sketching situation. Our analysis indicated no significant difference in trac-
ing speed or accuracy between these styli, although participants preferred the hard-tipped
stylus for its precision, they liked the blunt-tipped stylus for its form factor and comfort.
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Fig. 3.1. The sketching process as taught to students of a senior design
elective course. The students are taught quick perspective sketching using
primitives such as cuboids and cylinders to generate more complex shapes.
The complex shapes are then emphasized by tracing over with a marker.
Figure reproduced with permission from Taborda [40].
3.1 User Study
We split our experiment into two stages to study two low-level aspects of sketching:
tracing and free-hand drawing, on three sketch media: pen and paper, finger and tablet,
and stylus and tablet. In Stage 1 of our study, participants traced pre-defined shapes, and
in Stage 2, they sketched 3D shapes. We analyzed results from Stage 1 for speed (time to
complete trace) and failures (straying outside the tunnel), whereas the quality of the output
from Stage 2 was assessed using a crowdsourced survey.
We chose tracing and free-hand drawing for the user study based on their importance
in early design. Design students are often taught to generate ideas with quick sketches
of primitive shapes, combining them to form more complex shapes (Figure 3.1). This
motivates the sketching task (Stage 2). The final shape is then traced out on the complex
shape using a marker, to differentiate it from the construction lines. This motivates the
tracing task (Stage 1).
We conducted a pilot study of these tasks with a sketching expert: an industrial designer,
to fine-tune parameters such as the width of the line or “Steering Tunnel”. Capacitive touch
tablets require at least a 3mm-wide contact area for a touch to register. We thus performed
our pilot study with line widths of 3, 4, and 5 mm, obtaining quantitative measures such
as time taken and number of failures, and qualitative feedback in terms of the difficulty
of the task and the appearance of the traced shape. We observed that the tracing time and
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Fig. 3.2. Different steering tunnel widths used in the tracing tasks for the
pilot study. The tunnel width could not be lower than 3mm as this was
the minimum size of the contact area for a touch to register on the tablet.
A width of 3mm resulted in a high number of failures, possibly owing to
occlusion and parallax errors. A width of 5mm or more resulted in a low
fidelity between the tunnel shape and the traced shapes. From this study
an optimal tunnel width of 4mm was chosen.
number of failures for a 3mm-wide line were so high as to affect feasibility of non-experts
completing the tasks, while the 5 mm line width provided such a loose tolerance that the
final traced shape bore little resemblance to the intended shape. A line width of 4 mm
provided a good balance between the fidelity of the traced shape to the given shape and the
difficulty of the task. Figure 3.2 shows the different tunnel sizes as compared to the finger.
3.1.1 Participants
We recruited 14 paid participants (13 male, 1 female) from a senior design elective
course on toy design. Participants were aged between 17 and 22 years, had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, and 13 were right-handed. They had limited or no experience
of sketching or drawing on tablets, although they were proficient with using them. All




We conducted the tablet portions of the experiment on an Asus Google Nexus 7 using a
Wacom Bamboo capacitive stylus with a 6 mm tip. To best match the tablet and stylus, we
used regular sheets of paper cut to the tablet screen size, and a Sharpie marker with a 3mm
tip. The setup for the study is illustrated in Figure 3.4 (a, b, and c), with marker and stylus
sizes. Participants were free to orient the tablet or paper to their comfort.
3.1.3 Tasks
Both stages of the study used three input and media combinations: stylus-tablet, finger-
tablet, and pen-paper. For the tablets, we used an Android app specifically developed
for this study. For the sake of simplicity in data (touch point) handling, this app did not
implement palm rejection, which would have allowed participants to rest their hand on the
tablet surface while tracing or sketching, as they would have when sketching on paper.
Participants could orient the tablet or paper to their comfort.
In Stage 1 (Tracing), a trial consisted of completely tracing a pre-defined shape using
the input and medium. Figure 3.3 shows the shapes we used: straight line, triangle, square,
circle, and a rounded cross (referred to as “concave”). We chose these shapes to understand
the effect of occlusion caused by the tracing finger or stylus: it was less likely to affect speed
and failures when tracing simple shapes such as a line with fewer changes in direction, and
more likely in the case of complex shapes. Each shape was displayed centered on the
sketch medium (tablet or paper) with a random rotation and an outline thickness of 4 mm,
determined in our pilot test. The participant was asked to trace the shape in a single stroke
starting from any point along the outline. Straying outside the 4 mm tunnel outlining the
shape counted as a failure, and caused the participant to have to redo the trial (same shape).
Tracing the complete shape without leaving the tunnel was considered a success, and the
completion time was recorded for that trial. In the tablet interfaces, the stroke outline turned
green when successful, and red upon failure. In the paper condition, the test administrator
manually inspected each trace to detect failures. In all three conditions, the administrator
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Fig. 3.3. Five shapes used in the trace task (Stage 1): line, triangle, square,
circle, and a concave shape. All shapes have the same perimeter, and were
the same size both on the tablet and on paper. The line width shown for
all shapes was 4 mm.
was present throughout to monitor the traces and ensure the required number of successful
trials were completed.
In Stage 2 (Sketching), participants were asked to draw two different 3D shapes—two-
point perspective views of a cube and a cylinder—using all input-medium conditions. They
were shown example figures of the desired shapes, along with textual descriptions. The
pilot study had no sample figures, and the results were ambiguoussome participants drew
the shapes with hidden lines, and others without. The decision to show sample figures was
thus made, and the participants were told to use the figures as a guideline for style only.
Each participant drew three versions of each shape, and was then allowed to select the best
one as their submission for that trial.
3.1.4 Factors
We studied the following factors in the experiment:
• Medium (M) represents the input-medium combination used: pen-paper, stylus-
tablet, finger-tablet.
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• Shape (S) represents the shapes drawn in the tracing and sketching tasks. For the
tracing task, we used 5 shapes (ST ): line, triangle, square, circle, and a concave shape
(Figure 3.3). For sketching, we used perspective views of a cube and a cylinder (SS).
3.1.5 Experimental Design
Stage 1 was a full-factorial within-participants design:
14 participants
⇥ 3 Media M
⇥ 5 Tracing shapes ST
⇥ 3 repetitions
630 total trials (45 per participant, training excluded)
The order of both media M and shape ST was randomly chosen. For each trial, we
collected the following metrics:
• Tracing Time: The time taken to completely trace a shape. In the tablet conditions,
this time was measured by the Android sketching app, whereas in the paper condition,
we used video recordings of the trials to measure it.
• Failures: The number of tracing failures: the number of times a trace strayed outside
the tunnel, or ended before the shape was completely traced. Tablet conditions auto-
matically detected (and counted) failures, whereas paper required manual detection
by the test administrator.
For Stage 2, we asked participants to drawM⇥SS= 3⇥2= 6 shapes with 3 repetitions,
and asked them to select only 1 shape to submit. Thus, for 14 participants, this yielded 84
submitted shapes (42 cylinders and 42 cubes). The sketches on paper were scanned in
high resolution and scaled down to the same dimensions as the digital sketches. Instead of
any quantitative measure, we assessed the quality of the submitted shapes using an unpaid
online survey with 277 crowdsourced respondents.
Each survey consisted of 20 shape lineups: 10 for cubes and 10 for cylinders. With 277
respondents completing the entire survey, this yielded 5,440 individual responses. In each
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Fig. 3.4. The media used for the main sketching study were: (a) a marker
pen (overall size ø12mm ⇥ 123mm with a 3mm tip) on paper (b) a finger
on a 7-inch tablet, and (c) a blunt-tip stylus (ø8.5mm ⇥ 122mm, 6mm tip)
on a 7-inch tablet. The follow-up study compared (c) with (d) a hard-tip
stylus (ø7.6mm ⇥ 114mm, 1mm tip) on a 10-inch tablet.
lineup, 5 sketches from the library of 42 submitted sketches for each shape was randomly
displayed in a single row. The survey respondent was asked to choose the one sketch in the
lineup that best resembled a high-quality perspective view of that particular shape. At the
end of the survey, they were asked to explain their rationale for making their choices, which
helped us identify incomplete responses [41]. Given this survey instrument, we defined the
Perceived Quality (PQ) of a sketch as the ratio of the number of times the sketch was
selected to the number of times it was shown in a lineup across all 277 surveys:
PQ=
number of times selected
number of times displayed
3.1.6 Procedure
Individual participants were first given a basic background of the study, and asked to fill
out an initial survey form which consisted of questions regarding the participants’ demo-
graphics and past experience with sketching on tablets as well as design. The participant
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was then given a set of instructions for Stage 1 (Tracing) and asked to practice shape tracing
before the actual tracing tasks. This practice session was conducted on the same shapes as
the ones used in the actual trials on both paper as well as tablet (with and without stylus).
The participant was told to take as much time as needed with practice before starting the
actual trial. These times varied from 2 to 5 minutes per medium among participants. The
actual trials for each medium were conducted immediately after participants practiced in
that medium.
The actual trials were conducted and participants were recorded on video for later anal-
ysis of tracing times on paper. Tracing times on tablets were recorded by our Android
tracing app. For the paper condition, the test administrator handed over new shapes one
at a time, whereas for the tablet conditions, the software handled this automatically. After
finishing all trials, participants were administered a survey asking them about their comfort
and confidence using the different media.
After Stage 1, participants moved on to the sketching exercise, Stage 2. They were
again allowed to practice drawing on each medium before proceeding to the corresponding
trial. For each trial, the participants were given a text description of the 3D shape to draw
and a blank input media. After drawing three versions of each shape, they were allowed
to select one version to submit. Finally, with both shapes (cube and cylinder) finished, the
participants were again given an online survey on their confidence and comfort using the
different media. Each participant was paid $10 upon completion. A typical study session
lasted 45 minutes.
3.1.7 Hypotheses
Based on the feedback we received from the industrial designer during the pilot study,
we identified four major aspects that affect the performance of a user while sketching on
digital medium: familiarity, parallax, occlusion, and friction.
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Fig. 3.5. The boxplot on the left shows tracing times across three media:
finger on tablet, pen on paper, and stylus on tablet. Tracing times for all
five shapes shown in figure 3.3 are combined for this plot. The plot in
the center shows tracing times across the five shapes as labeled, with the
colors darkening from simpler shapes (line) to a complex shape (concave).
The plot on the right shows tracing times across five shapes: line, trian-
gle, square, circle, and concave, with an additional separation of the three
interfaces: finger on tablet (orange), pen on paper (green), and stylus on
tablet (cyan), for each shape.
• Familiarity (A1): Most people have been trained to use pen and paper since child-
hood. They are, however, less familiar with touch-based surfaces, especially for
sketching.
• Parallax (A2): The thickness of the glass surface of the tablet results in there being
a distance between the point of contact of the stylus or finger on the glass, and the
corresponding “ink” mark shown on the LCD display.
• Occlusion (A3): The use of finger or a large-tipped stylus as an input device results
in its tip occluding the screen at the point of contact. This is different from parallax
error in that the tip size obscures the “target” point on the surface.
• Friction (A4): Friction between the input device and the drawing surface provides
a tactile feedback that affects the user’s sketching experience. The friction between
paper and pen is higher than the friction between a stylus and a tablet, chiefly due to
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the glass surface. Friction can provide useful feedback: a lack of friction can affect
the control of the user while sketching.
We formulated the following hypothesis to verify the effects of these aspects.
• Stage 1 (Tracing):
– H1: Tracing on paper will be faster than both digital media (stylus-tablet,
finger-tablet) due to the familiarity and ease of use of pen and paper. (A1)
– H2: Tracing on paper will result in fewer failures than digital media due to the
higher preciseness of the pen compared to stylus and finger. (A2, A3)
– H3: Among digital media, tracing with the stylus will be faster than the finger
due to the higher friction and occlusion caused by the finger. (A3, A4)
– H4: Among digital media, tracing with the stylus will show fewer failures than
the finger due to the higher occlusion by the finger. (A3)
• Stage 2 (Free-hand Sketching):
– H5: Sketches on paper will score a higher PQ than the ones drawn on digital
media due to its familiarity with users. (A1)
– H6: Sketches drawn on the tablet will show a higher PQ when using the sty-
lus than the finger due to the finger’s higher occlusion causing less predictable
marks on the tablet surface. (A3)
3.2 Results
Below we report on the major findings for both Stage 1 and Stage 2, as well as the
Steering Law analysis for Stage 1.
3.2.1 Stage 1: Tracing
We analyzed the tracing times using a Repeated-Measures Analysis of Variance (RM-
ANOVA, all assumptions fulfilled) and found a significant effect of medium M on the
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Table 3.1.
Tracing times and failures on different media.
Tracing Times
Medium Mean Std. Dev Failures
Pen-Paper 8.58 3.76 3
Stylus-Tablet 7.27 3.77 20
Finger-Tablet 7.69 4.44 84
tracing time (F(2,26) = 19.52, p< .001). No significant interactions were found. Table 3.1
shows mean tracing times and total failures across all three media. A post-hoc Tukey HSD
test showed significant pairwise differences (p < 0.001) for pen-paper vs. stylus-tablet as
well as pen-paper vs. finger-tablet, but not between stylus-tablet and finger-tablet.
An RM-ANOVA for shapes (all assumptions fulfilled) showed a significant effect of
shape on tracing time on all media (F(4,52) = 99.20, p< .001). Except for Square vs. Tri-
angle and Circle vs. Square, all other pairwise comparisons showed significant difference
in tracing times (p< .05).
A logistic regression analysis showed a significant effect of medium M on tracing fail-
ures (F(2,26) = 8.43, p< .001). Failures on the finger-tablet medium were the highest for
the concave shape (36), while in the case of the stylus-tablet, the number of failures were
highest for the circle (7). A posthoc Tukey HSD yielded significant differences between
pen-paper vs. finger-tablet (p < .001) and pen-paper vs. stylus-tablet (p = .031), but not
for finger vs. stylus.
3.2.2 Stage 2: Free-hand Sketching
The crowdsourced survey provided the means for calculating the Perceived Quality for
each sketch, reported in the results for stage 2. An RM-ANOVA of quality values showed
that the sketching medium plays a significant role in the quality of sketches for the 3D
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Main User Study Follow-up User Study 
Fig. 3.6. A sample of the sketches produced by the participants. The group
of primitives on the left pertain to the main user study performed between
pen-paper, stylus-tablet, and finger-tablet. The reference sketches shown
to the participants in this study are shown in the gray boxes on the far left.
The sketches in the blue and red boxes are the ones with the highest and
lowest Perceived Quality respectively. The sketches of bearing blocks on
the right were part of a follow-up study between blunt and sharp-tip digital
styli. The sketches shown are by a participant (p6), whose best and worst
sketches were selected by 4 independent judges.
cube (F(2,26) = 5.77, p= .0084) but not for the 3D cylinder (F(2,26) = 1.62, p= 0.217).
The two boxplots in Figure 3.7 show the average perceived quality for cubes and cylin-
ders, respectively. A posthoc analysis using Tukey HSD for the cube showed significant
differences between finger-tablet and pen-paper (p = .0067) as well as finger-tablet and
stylus-tablet (p= .45), but not for pen-paper vs. stylus-paper. In the case of the cylinders,
we did not find any significant differences between sketches from different media.
3.2.3 Steering Analysis of Stage One
The Steering Law defines an index of performance (IP) that indicates the “tracing/steering
time increase as a function of task difficulty” [28]. The index of performance of a medium
thus represents the average tracing speed on the medium in terms of difficulty. This in-
dex of performance, calculated for each input medium, was found to be different across
shapes, thus suggesting that there is an effect of shape on steering time. For tracing on
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a straight line, the index of performance values for the media were 7.287 sec 1 (stylus-
tablet), 7.252 sec 1 (pen-paper), and 7.09 sec 1 (finger-tablet). For the circle, the index
of performance values were 5.21 sec 1 (finger-tablet), 5.05 sec 1 (stylus-tablet), and 4.07
sec 1 (pen-paper).
The three media ranked in the following order for the remaining shapes: stylus-tablet,
finger-tablet, and pen-paper, where stylus-tablet outperformed pen-paper by atleast 0.7
sec 1 in each shape. A Tukey HSD analysis of tracing/steering time across the five shapes
showed an increase in mean steering time from the line through the triangle, square, circle,
to the concave shape. However, this increase was not significant between the triangle and
square, and between the square and the circle. Boxplots of these tracing times broken down
by medium and shape are shown in Figure 3.5.
3.3 Discussion
Summarizing our results, we find the following:
• Tracing on digital media (using both stylus and finger) was faster than with the pen
and paper (rejecting H1).
• Tracing failures on pen-paper medium were significantly fewer than tablet with both
stylus and finger (accepting H2).
• Tracing on the stylus-tablet medium was not significantly faster than the finger-tablet
medium (rejecting H3).
• Tracing failures with the finger were only marginally higher than stylus-tablet medium
(rejecting H4).
• Sketches of cubes on paper showed significantly higher PQ than those made with













































Fig. 3.7. Quality scores of cubes and cylinders drawn with each interface.
The plots show the Perceived Quality of a sketch: the ratio of the number
of times a sketch is selected to the number of times it is shown.
• Sketches of cubes on the tablet did not show a significant difference in Perceived
Quality between cubes drawn with the finger and with the stylus (rejecting H6).
• The Perceived Quality of the sketches of cylinder was not significantly different
across media (rejecting H5 and H6).
3.3.1 Paper vs. Tablet
Our hypothesis that tracing on paper with the pen would be faster than on both tablet
media was rejected, as both finger and stylus on the tablet proved to be 13% faster than
pen and paper. This can partly be attributed to the friction between the pen and the paper:
friction between the tablet surface (glass) and the finger and stylus are both much lower
than between pen and paper, as discussed in A4 in our hypotheses. The significance of
friction was something we had considered as a positive feedback which aids sketching,
but is not a factor we measured in the study. This was because the frictional force varies
with the pressure applied by the participant while tracing or sketching, which in turn varies
between participants, the drawing implement used, and the task performed, which makes it
unrealistic to generalize.
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Tracing on pen-paper showed significantly fewer failures compared to both the stylus-
tablet and the finger-tablet media. The failures on the stylus-tablet were lower in number
than finger-tablet (Table 3.1), but the difference was not statistically significant. Based on
participant feedback and our observations, this difference can be attributed to two main
aspects. The first is familiarity with pen and paper (A1), which makes it easier to adapt
to the stylus-tablet medium. The second aspect is occlusion (A3): tracing with the finger
results in the finger or the hand occluding part of the shape to be traced more than when
gripping a pen or stylus. Furthermore, the effect of occlusion is exacerbated with increasing
complexity of the shape being traced. The effect of parallax (A2) could also contribute to
the difference in failures between paper and digital media. While these contributions were
not measured, we could observe that the effect of occlusion far overshadowed the effect of
parallax, as the latter would become more evident with smaller tip sizes. In fact, this also
motivates the follow-up study, described in the next section, that compares the blunt-tip
stylus with a dedicated sharp-tip stylus (S-Pen) designed for Samsung Galaxy Note. Most
user feedback cited occlusion as the reason for their discomfort with using their finger: they
were not able to see exactly where the (finger) tip was on the tablet at all times. In addition,
user feedback on the stylus mentioned the “squishiness” or flexibility of its tip, which made
it less predictable to use.
An interesting point to be brought up here is that we are also taught finger-painting as
children, but it is not a skill we continue to practice. This begs the question: how much
effect would long-term training have on tracing and sketching performance? This was not a
valid question earlier when pens and pencils were the more feasible and convenient media
for sketching, but now with the ubiquity of tablets, is this fact likely to change in the future?
Interestingly enough, there was no significant difference in the tracing speed between
the stylus and the finger on the tablet. This seems counterintuitive given the accuracy ar-
gument above. However, recall that users were not allowed errors higher than a certain
threshold, and were asked to repeat the task in case of a failure. The tracing time is only
recorded for a successful task. Since there were significantly higher failures for the fin-
ger in tracing, there were significantly higher number of repetitions, and this could have
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resulted in a learning effect that affected the steering time for the successful trial. Further
experimentation is required to determine these aspects.
Observations from sketching were equally interesting. First, the results of the Perceived
Quality scores varied greatly between the cube and the cylinder. Comparing the two plots
in Figure 3.7, we can see that the cube had a more pronounced difference in scores between
sketches made on paper and sketches made on the tablet, using both the finger and stylus.
This could be due to the relative complexity of the perspective views of both shapes: the
cube requires a better understanding of two-point perspective, while the cylinder’s symme-
try makes its two-point perspective the same as its isometric view. Perspective errors in the
cube are also more apparent. A visual comparison of the “best” and “worst” shapes in Fig-
ure 3.6 suggests a broader range in the PQ of cubes than in that of the cylinders, suggesting
that comparisons with more complex shapes are needed to support this line of reasoning.
Participant feedback on the sketching tasks was skewed more in favor of paper, for rea-
sons ranging from inadequate palm rejection on the tablets, stylus and fingertip occlusions
preventing accurate intersections and alignments, and in some cases the relative weight of
the tablet making it more cumbersome to turn around while tracing and sketching. Out of
14 participants in the study, 13 preferred paper for day-to-day sketching activities. As one
participant succinctly concluded: “tablets may rock, but paper beats rock!”
3.3.2 A Steering Perspective
The Steering Performance Index, as defined in the previous research [28], indicates
the increase in tracing time with a unit increase in task difficulty i.e., the perimeter of the
traced shape. The results from these index calculations show that the stylus-tablet medium
comes up on top for all shapes except for the circle and line, where the differences are not
significant. As our main objective was to observe the differences between the media for
tracing and sketching, we had set the length and the width of the tunnel to be constant,
varying only the shapes, and are therefore not in a position to come to any significant
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Fig. 3.8. Plots of tracing speed vs. time as measured on the stylus-tablet
medium. Point coordinates were captured by the tracing application at
regular sampling intervals, and the distance between two successive coor-
dinates were calculated. The y-axes thus indicate the tracing speed in the
form of distance moved in mm for each sampling interval, while the x-
axes are an indication of time in the form of the ’frames’ captured, one for
each sampling interval. The grid is arranged with each column indicating
a participant (labeled p1 through p13), and each row indicating a shape
traced, labeled on the right. Dynamic tracing data for the 14th participant
was lost, and could not be shown on this grid.
that a separate study with more variations in steering parameterssuch as tunnel length and
tunnel width as well as a greater range in the number of cornerscan help understand the
relationship better. Figure 3.8 shows an exponentially-smoothed time-series plot of tracing
speed along each shape. The effect of corners in triangles (row 2) and squares (row 3) is
already apparent: there is a pattern of speeding up and slowing down along a line for each
side of the shape, seen as a hump in the speed profile. The triangles thus show three humps
and the squares show four as expected. These humps are clearly visible for participants
who are observed to trace faster, such as p1, p2, p5, p8, p11, and p12, while they are less
prominent for the others, who seem to perform the task slower. This effect of corners on
steering has been studied earlier [30], but can help in a more complex analysis of media
effects for a greater range of shapes.
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3.4 Follow-Up: Blunt vs. Sharp Tips
Our study showed that pen-paper clearly outperformed the finger-tablet medium, but
less so compared to the stylus-tablet medium: Pen-paper had with fewer tracing failures
than stylus-tablet, but not in tracing speed, and the Perceived Quality of pen-paper sketches
were not significantly higher than those on the stylus-tablet. Two aspects affecting tracing
accuracy are parallax (A2) and occlusion (A3). The combination of a blunt-tip stylus and a
tablet meant that both these effects were conflated: it was unclear whether the failures were
higher due to occlusion, or due to parallax.
To separate the effects of occlusion from parallax, we conducted a follow-up study
with 6 paid participants (5 male, 1 female) for a comparison between two stylus-tablet
media: the Nexus 7 with the soft-tipped Bamboo stylus from the earlier study, and the
Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 with its custom hard-tipped S Pen. This helped us compare the
performance difference and user reaction to the different occlusions of the hard-tipped and
soft-tipped styli.
The participants aged between 22 and 30, and only one of them had never sketched
on a digital medium before. We used the same tracing and sketching tasks as before, but
added one more sketching task: the participants were asked to sketch a bearing block,
shown in figure 3.6. Note that the Galaxy note has a larger, 10-inch display, the effect of
which we mitigated to an extent by programming the active tracing and sketching area to
be the same size as the Nexus 7. With this task, we aimed to evaluate the suitability of the
medium to a real-life sketching scenario. We also presented pairs of sketches made by each
participant to 4 independent judges experienced in sketching, and asked them to select the
better sketch. This was done partly due to the low volume of sketches (12) which did not
merit a crowdsourced study, and partly to mitigate effects due to sketching skill differences
between the participants.
While we could not expect any statistically significant results with a participant pool of
6, we did anticipate the hard-tipped stylus to be faster and more accurate for tracing owing
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to the lack of occlusion as compared to the soft-tipped stylus. For the same reason, we
expected the hard-tipped stylus to produce better sketches.
Contrary to our expectations, the mean tracing time with the soft-tipped stylus (7.59
sec) was lower than that of the hard-tipped stylus (7.71 sec). In addition, the hard-tipped
stylus had 15 failures, as opposed to the soft-tipped stylus’s 11. An RM-ANOVA of the
tracing time showed no significant difference between the two styli (F(1,5) = 0.29, p =
0.5915). For the tracing exercise, 5 out of 6 participants reported that they preferred the
hard-tipped stylus, and all 5 reported the lower occlusion as the deciding factor. The one
participant who favoured the soft-tip stylus said he felt more comfortable due to its heft, in
spite of the higher occlusion. Similarly, for the sketching exercise, 4 out of 6 participants
preferred the hard-tipped stylus, citing its precision as the reason, while two preferred the
comfort and “larger resistance” as offering better control. An evaluation of the judges’
preferences showed that the sketches drawn with the hard-tipped stylus were chosen three
times as frequently as those drawn with the soft-tipped nexus.
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4. ENABLING EARLY DESIGN ON DIGITAL MEDIA
In today’s highly networked and increasingly complex world, most intellectual endeavors
are collaborative in nature [42]. Many digital media projects today are built by a wide range
of contributors distributed across the Internet. Wikipedia is a prime example, with more
than 24 million articles in 285 different languages that is maintained by more than 100,000
active contributors working together. This form of collaborative editing of digital media is
now gaining acceptance in a broad set of domains. The results of our evaluation of direct-
touch tablets suggest that they are indeed capable of replacing paper at least in terms of
basic sketching tasks, but collaborative design involves more than sketching basic shapes.
Digital media have the capability of allowing seamless sharing of sketches among the users
through a virtual cloud or a repository. In this chapter, we first start with the implications
of the results from the evaluation of tablet vs. paper. Following this, we introduce earlier
work in collaborative design and editing; followed by our first prototype tool, Sketchbox,
for collaborative sketching on Android devices.
4.1 Implications of the Direct-Touch Tablet Evaluation
Recaping the results from our evaluation: blunt-tip styli on tablet performed compa-
rable to the paper medium for sketching, thus promising the possibility of paper-based
sketching activities on tablet devices.
4.1.1 The Case for the Stylus
One of the reasons for the popularity of capacitive-touch tablets is that they do not
require a peripheral input device, unlike the Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) of yesteryear.
However, if we consider the relatively niche market of designers who feel the need to carry
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a pocketbook for sketching and jotting down ideas, we can see the need for developing the
stylus as a legitimate input device. Our hypotheses of “paper will be significantly better
than the stylus” were only partially true: tracing speeds were higher in the stylus, and
there was no significant increase in failures, even with the higher occlusion of the stylus.
In addition, it has to be noted that for the designer, sketching is not necessarily a precise
task. Sketches are supposed to be rough and ambiguous, and precise alignment of lines
and corners is not a critical requirement. Observations from the follow-up study, between
sharp-tip and blunt-tip styli, indicated that while occlusion affects tracing and sketching
performance, eliminating it brings parallax to the fore. It is to be noted that parallax is
really an effect of the tablet, not of the stylus, and is being improved in modern devices
with better screen materials to reduce the screen thickness.
A related point that can be argued here is our choice of using a Wacom Bamboo ca-
pacitive stylus with a soft and blunt tip as the main comparison against pen and paper. It
is certainly true that much better styli with a harder and sharper tip—which more closely
resemble a traditional pen—exist. First, our follow-up study focuses on exactly such ad-
vanced styli; however, the mere fact that our results hold even for a blunt-tipped stylus is
intriguing. Second, our original intention with this work was to study the current state of
pen-based computing in the world, and tablets with hard-tipped styli are still in overwhelm-
ing minority in the market. It is also worth further continuing these kind of evaluations with
modern technologies for touch input such as N-trig 1.
4.1.2 The Digital Sketchbook: a Sketchbook++?
The pen-paper medium has the advantages of being precise, tactile, and versatile. How-
ever, there are some intangibles to consider. The industrial designer from our pilot study
observed that when sketching on a notebook, she often felt a “pressure to perform”, both
for fear of wasting precious pages, as well as to do the (expensive) notebook “justice.” The
tablet is more forgiving: unwanted sketches can be discarded without any material waste.
1http://www.n-trig.com/
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In addition, sketching on a digital notebook can be more sophisticated, with the ability to
undo, duplicate and share your sketch with others.
The effects of friction pose some interesting questions that would need addressing in
the migration from a paper sketchbook to a digital version. It seems that tracing on a pen
and paper is more accurate, but not as fast as tracing on digital media. Are both effects due
to friction? A study of muscle loading and performance similar to the one by Kotani and
Horii [43] may throw some light on this. The effects of parallax is a more pressing question
that could influence the design of the next generation of portable tablets with dedicated
styli. Considering these aspects, a direct-touch tablet is not too far away from becoming
the medium for design activities. With recent hardware and software developments in
mitigating the effects of the four aspects: familiarity, occlusion, friction, and parallax, there
is a potential for closing this gap between the tablet and the paper media.
4.2 Design and Collaboration
Design is often defined as an ill-defined problem whose solution is obtained through
creative exploration alternated with pruning of the design space [2]. This alternating of the
creative or divergent processes and the analytical or convergent processes has been studied
extensively, resulting in now-commonplace creative methods such as brainstorming [44],
brainwriting [6], and collaborative sketching [8]. While technology has long been used in
an attempt to scaffold creativity, part of the challenge in this endeavor lies in the nature
of creativity itself. Torrance [45, p. 47] describes creativity as “the process of sensing
difficulties, problems, gaps in information, missing elements, something askew; making
guesses and formulating hypotheses about these deficiencies; evaluating and testing these
guesses and hypotheses; possibly revising and retesting them; and finally communicating
the results.” This continuous inspiration, guesswork, and evaluation results in a stream of
ideas, only some of which are developed further.
Early work in collaborative creative support for design was in the form of multi-user
drawing support [46–48] for collaboration between geographically distributed participants.
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The i-LAND environment [49] was pioneering in its use of (now) ubiquitous technology
such as display walls and tabletops along with conventional computers in support of cre-
ativity. Greene [50] lists support for exploration and experimentation, collaboration, itera-
tion, and domain-specific action as essential for applications intended to support creativity.
Hilliges et al. [51] also recommend an interface that allows actions to be carried out both
individually and collaboratively. Recent work in the multi-device collaborative sketching
environments includes IdeaVis [52], TEAM STORM [3], and GAMBIT [53].
4.3 Collaborative Sketching: Sketchbox
Our early high-fidelity prototype of a collaborative sketching platform, Sketchbox, uti-
lizes a set of 7-inch network-enabled Android tablets with a custom designed sketching ap-
plication, a Dropbox shared file space, and a 40-inch LCD display (part (B) in Figure 4.1).
The Android sketching application allows users to create sketches of their ideas and di-
rectly share them with other participants running the application on their own Android
tablet. Therefore, the system provides the ability to transparently store (commit, branch)
sketches to, as well as retrieve sketches from, the user’s Dropbox account. This supports
an easy way to collaborate as it just requires a shared Dropbox folder and a display wall to
show the sketches created on the Android tablets.
The system stores each sketch on the shared storage space using the Dropbox Core
API for Android operating system, causing new updates to immediately propagate across
connected devices and users. The sketches can be stored as XML files using Ink Markup
Language (InkML) as well as images. A LCD display (wall) connected to a normal com-
puter with access to Dropbox can display the shared sketches in a large thumbnail view in
the file browser. The prototype functions like a simple paint application with a hard brush
and options to change the brush size, color, and opacity. It also has an eraser, undo, redo
buttons, and a clearing tool to erase the entire screen at once. The user interface of the
sketching application was designed to utilize minimal space for the options menu in order
to maximize the sketching space.
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The purpose of the prototype was to enable formative evaluation with our designer
collaborators, allowing us to capture requirements and characterize the problem domain

















Fig. 4.1. On the left (A), a traditional collaborative sketching environ-
ment with paper, markers, and a pin up board to share with others. On the
right (B), a digital environment with designers using 7” Android tablets
and a large screen to view shared sketches. The Digital environment used
Sketchbox application linked to Dropbox shared space to enable collabo-
rative editing.
The primary advantage of the Sketchbox design environment is the ability to make the
collaboration process fluid by allowing designers to converge to or diverge from specific
ideas with very little effort (a single screen tap). As described above, the application ac-
cordingly supports sharing by providing options to browse all the sketches created during
a session, view and modify a particular sketch, and store a sketch, either as a new entity
or as a replacement for an existing one. Thus, elaboration and manipulation of shared
representations is fluid and easy.
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Fig. 4.2. A screenshot of the Sketchbox application with ability to save
sketches to a Dropbox folder, browse and download a shared sketches,
and other tool options to allow basic sketching.
4.3.1 Formative Evaluation
Using this Sketchbox, we conducted a formative evaluation session with three partici-
pants to use sketching to design a toy. All the three participants were previously trained in
sketching but were not accustomed to sketching on digital media such as tablets. Before
the start of the design session, the participants were allowed to train with the interface until
they were comfortable with its functionality. The participants were given three tasks during
the session. In the first task, the participants were asked to sketch out their ideas for a toy
and think about the user experience the toy will provide. In the next task, they were asked
to extend their ideas, combine it with others, or adapt into a first new sketch. During both
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tasks they had access to Dropbox, and were free to share their sketches. The first two tasks
lasted 25 and 20 minutes respectively. As the final task, they were given 10 minutes to
collectively agree on a final idea and refine it.
We collected the sketches that were developed during the design process along with
the participant feedback regarding the interface, and the facilities that were provided. We
observed the following during the design session:
• Branching was significantly more preferred than replacing the original. The number
of revisions of a file (maximum 3) was typically less than the number of branches.
• The presence of both save (rewrite the sketch) and branch (save as new sketch) op-
tions created confusion since participants had to make a decision every time they
wanted to save the data.
• Because the display wall did not provide a preview of a sketch until it was saved,
participants tended to look at each others’ tablets for live preview of their sketches.
Fig. 4.3. Progression of conceptual sketches made by three participants
from the formative evaluation using the Dropbox prototype.
4.3.2 Extended Evaluation
The Sketchbox prototype was further used by our collaborators in communications and
learning sciences to identify collaboration markers of idea generation in collaborative de-
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sign sessions. They measured low-level activity identifiers such as body movement and
speech volume of the users, and high-level activity identifiers such as turn taking and flu-
ency of the participants during idea sketching. For these evaluations, the Sketchbox proto-
type was used by our collaborators in a similar setup as described before, which includes
there tasks including collaborative idea exploration, design space pruning, and submission
of a final idea. The body movement, speech volume metrics were obtained during the ses-
sion by using sociometric sensors. Figure 4.4 shows a visualization of the body movement
and speech volume over time during the collaborative design session with spikes represent-
ing the times when a sketch has been shared.
Some interesting findings from these studies include:
• The event of idea/sketch sharing was significantly correlated to the speech volume
and body movement of the participant sharing the idea, and the speech volume of
the other participants, while using the digital media. This means that it is possible to
predict idea sharing based on the speech volume and body movement of the users.
• Participants using the digital environment took twice as many turns in speaking when
compared to the traditional paper-based environment.
• The idea fluency and creative flow of the participants during the study were positively
affected by the digital environment.
4.4 Further Development of Sketchbox
The Sketchbox prototype was successful for the features it provided but we believe that
more can be achieved from digital platforms. While the Sketchbox prototype only pro-
vided various sharing capabilities such save, replace, and branch sketches, there are many
more opportunities that can be explored for designing better collaborative environments.
Some of these design opportunities include (1) supporting much wider device architectures
rather than just Android devices, (2) supporting advanced merge operation for combining
more than one sketches, (3) allowing retrieval of data generated during sketches at different
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Fig. 4.4. The speech volume of four participants plotted against time dur-
ing a collaborative design session. The spikes on the last row represent
idea sharing (upload) among participants.
granularities (examples, strokes vs. touch points), and (4) more entity types to support a
rich editor envionment with text and images alongside hand-drawn sketches. In order to
realize these design choices, we developed skWiki, a web-based platform for supporting
collaborative creativity on multi-device environments.
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5. SKWIKI
Computer support for such large-scale distributed collaboration has so far mostly centered
on convergent processes: processes where the outcome is a single artifact, concept, or idea;
where the role of the computer is to mediate communication, arbitrate conflicts, and con-
solidate information. However, intellectual pursuits are often a combination of convergent
(or analytical) processes and divergent (or creative) processes [2]. For example, during
early design for a new line of toys, the goal is to generate as many and as diverse ideas
as possible rather than to prematurely fixate on a particular one. Most computer-supported
collaboration tools, be they for socially constructed knowledge bases such as Wikipedia,
collaborative text editors such as Google Docs, or product lifecycle management (PLM)
systems such as Enovia, are designed for analytical and convergent processes, but have
little provisions for divergent ones.
Inspired by source code management (SCM) systems [54] such as Git or SVN, where
branching—creating a divergent version of a project, directory, or a single file—is a natural
operation in any project, we adopt the concept of paths as persistent state over time owned
by a particular user. A file represented as a path is thus stored as the ordered (and times-
tamped) sequence of document-specific operations that created and modified it. For exam-
ple, a digital photograph is the sum of all its changes, such as importing pixels from a digital
camera, adding a Gaussian blur filter, and finally changing the image data to grayscale. Fur-
thermore, because paths also track ownership, the concept intrinsically supports divergent
collaborative editing: modifying someone else’s entity simply branches its path and creates
a new list of changes since the original state. Convergent processes are also supported:
merging two paths means accepting all or some of the changes into the merged path.
Based on this path concept, we present SKWIKI (pronounced Squeaky), a web-based
collaborative content editing framework that implements the path model for divergent cre-
ative digital media processes. skWiki supports multiple multimedia path types beyond the
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marked-up text traditionally supported by Wiki software. Each such multimedia type, im-
plemented as a plugin in the skWiki framework, comes with separate viewers and editors.
Viewers are used to render the content that users see in their web browser when visiting a
skWiki page. Editors, on the other hand, provide basic editing operations for each entity
type inside the browser itself. This eliminates the dependency on offline client-side media
editors—e.g., Photoshop, Visio, and CorelDRAW—and provides a unified editor interface
inside the user’s own web browser. Our skWiki prototype currently supports rich text,
free-hand sketches, and photographs.
Beyond these viewers and editors, one of the main components of skWiki is the path
viewer: a visual management interface for viewing and navigating in the evolving graph
structure formed by the media paths in the system. The path viewer visually represents
how these paths are created, modified, deleted (although deletion is not persistent in the
path model), branched, and merged. Most of these path operations are transparent from
the user’s point of view. For example, the path viewer allows a user to view and edit
a path—their own or someone else’s—at any time, thereby creating a new branch from
that point. Similarly, changes to a media entity are automatically saved and committed to
the skWiki system. Because of this automatic support for both collaboration and revision
control, we posit that skWiki can be adopted by virtually any audience involved in digital
content creation, including both product, industrial or web designers as well as engineers,
researchers, and creative artists.
5.1 Background
In this section, we present existing research in version control, collaborative editing,
and wikis for collaboration that use rich media types.
5.1.1 Collaborative Editing and Version Control
Version control systems manage content change and maintain a history of its evolution,
and are commonplace in the software industry. The Source Code Control System (SCCS)
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was one of the earliest source code management systems developed in the early 70s to
store, update, and retrieve all versions of code [54]. Currently popular SCM systems in-
clude CVS, Subversion, and Git. More recent developments record and visualize developer
activity at interaction level to enhance program history representations [55, 56].
While these version control systems were primarily created for software engineering,
most can be used for any text file, and, to some extent, binary files as well. Furthermore,
while not strictly classified as version control, systems such as Chronicle [57]—which
clusters, probes, and visualizes a document’s workflow history—and MeshFlow [58]—
which visualizes, clusters, annotates, and filters the history of operations on polygonal
meshes—are significant contributions towards managing history on binary files.
Collaborative editing is essentially a version control system integrated with the editor
itself, and has a rich history in the CSCW field [59]. Social code-hosting repositories
such as GitHub have been studied to gain insight into the influences of activity volume,
commit histories, community interest, and personal interest of contributors [60]. A modern
collaborative editor such as Google Docs allows multiple users to work on a document by
propagating all edits in real time, thus alleviating the explicit need to commit/save versions
of the document to a server. This means that the only way to “branch out” (diverge) at a
given time is to make an explicit copy of the document. Google Docs maintains a history
of edits to the document ordered by timestamps.
Recovering editing operations for binary data is more difficult than for text, posing an-
other challenge for collaborative editing on digital media. To address this, Chen et al. [61]
propose a version control system for image editing that integrates with the image manip-
ulation program itself to capture the drawing commands that transformed the image. This
work is perhaps the most related to skWiki, but differs in several important ways: (1)
skWiki is a collaborative system designed for more than a single user; (2) we support revi-
sion control of multiple media types beyond photographs, including text and sketches; and
(3) our system is entirely web-based and requires no dedicated client-side software.
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5.1.2 Wikis for Collaboration
Ward Cunningham developed the first Wiki in 1995, calling it “the simplest online
database that could possibly work” [62]. Wikis quickly caught on as a means for collabora-
tively creating, vetting, and maintaining online documents, its application made famous by
Wikipedia. Wagner [63], emphasizes its versatility in providing a repository and a means
for many-to-many collaboration by incorporating aspects of various communication tools
such as email, chat, and multimedia applications, with a temporal database for history sup-
port. Traditional wiki systems such as MediaWiki, TWiki, and Confluence, enable such
collaborative editing via a web browser, and support rollback, external links, and hetero-
geneous content such as code, documents, images, and rich text content. The use of wikis
for content creation and not just content storage was extended to software development as
well [62], especially for project management, where project documentation and discussion
can be placed in context with project content. The use of traditional wikis is further ex-
tended by semantic wikis that capture and identify metadata in wikis using RDF and OWL
frameworks, such as IkeWiki [64], SeMedia Wiki [65], and PlatypusWiki [66].
Recent work on wikis are starting to extend the traditional wiki history model for text.
Sabel’s work [67] on version history of a wiki page considers an adoption coefficient that
is defined by the structural similarity between two versions of a text document, and uses
it to arrange versions of a wiki page into a weighted tree. Similarly, Priedhorsky and Ter-
veen [68] discuss implementation challenges and solutions for maintaining a single global
state and history for nontextual objects using the Cyclopath geowiki as an example. They
propose solutions for some of the challenges inherent with maintaining multiple object
types, such as a ordering revisions, global state and undo, and access control.
5.2 Supporting Digital Creativity
Our goal with the skWiki project is to support digital creativity in collaborative, poten-
tially distributed, teams. Here we explore the design space for this research topic.
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5.2.1 Requirements
Based on the literature and our collaborations with professional designers, we formulate
the following requirements for a software framework to support digital creativity:
R1 Mobility: A basic goal is that the platform should be designed for mobile devices so
that the designer can bring skWiki to any design session “anywhere, anytime;”
R2 Collaboration: Virtually all realistic design endeavors involve more than one partic-
ipant working together in teams [42], often distributed in time and/or space [59];
R3 Revision history: Effective collaborative content creation requires support for branch-
ing, editing, and merging different versions of the media entities being manipulated;
R4 Transparency: Complexities of collaboration and revision histories should be hid-
den from non-expert users;
R5 Richmedia: Even simple digital media projects today often incorporate a wide range
of media types, such as rich text, photographs, audio, video, and illustrations; and
R6 Divergent/creative work: We want to support creative work where the focus is on
creating multiple, separate, and diverse content, often drawing on other collaborators.
We found no existing software framework that fully supported all of these requirements.
For this reason, we decided to create our own software framework for collaborative creativ-
ity called SKWIKI, which is described in the next section. In designing skWiki, we also felt
that there was need for a new theoretical model that would capture these requirements on a
storage level. Drawing from work on semantic-level revision control of images by Chen et
al. [61], we propose the idea of paths for digital media. This is reviewed next.
5.2.2 The Paths Model
We define a path as a tuple hI,O,R,Li consisting of a unique entity identifier I, an owner
O, a reference to a parent revision R (possibly empty), and an ordered and timestamped list
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L of state transformation operations that, when taken together, recreates the current state
of the entity. One way to think of a path is thus as persistent state over time, i.e., all of the
different versions of a particular file from the time it was created. However, this view is
somewhat misleading since paths are not snapshots, or even deltas, at different times, but
rather the actual operations that yielded those states.
Abstractly speaking, a state transformation operation is a function fT : S! S for re-
vision number T (a serial number starting from 0) that takes an entity state sT 1 2 S from
the previous revision number and produces a transformed state sT 2 S. A revision R for a
particular path is thus a pair hI,T i comprising a path identifier and the revision number re-
ferred to in its operation list. Recreating the state for any revision number T thus becomes
a function composition series
sT = fT   fT 1   fT 2   . . .  f0( /0).
The benefit of representing paths in this way is that it avoids storing entire snapshots
of the entity at every time step. In fact, in many cases, using a sequence of operations will
also result in a more economic representation even than storing binary deltas of an entity’s
state. For example, whereas a file diff would have to replicate the entire image data if a
photograph is inverted, a path just stores the invert operation.
Similar to files in a traditional file system, there are several fundamental operations
defined for paths:
Create: A new path is created by allocating a unique entity identifier, assigning the owner
reference, and initializing the operations list to /0. Paths are tied to owners; the owner
reference is an immutable part of the path tuple.
Render: Rendering an entity is similar to recreating its entire state up to a certain revision
number T (it is also possible to map a specified time to a revision number using the
time stamp associated with each operation). This is performed using the function
composition above. Rendering a branched path (i.e., one with a non-null parent revi-
sion R, see below) will first recursively render the parent revision R before rendering
the child path.
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Modify: Changing a path is equivalent to adding one or more transformation operations
to the operations list in the path. All operations are timestamped and have a revision
number, which is a monotonically increasing serial number (starting from 0). Note
that only the owner of a path can modify it; others would first have to branch it.
Delete: Paths cannot be deleted. However, a null operation ( f (s) = /0) can be added to
the end of the operations list, which effectively renders the path’s state empty. Prior
versions of a deleted path can always be rendered up to the penultimate revision
number to recover deleted state.
Branch: Paths cannot be copied, but can be branched. Branching a path creates a new
path with a unique identifier, appropriate owner reference, and a parent revision R that
specifies the original path and revision number. The operations list L for the branched
path will initially be empty, but rendering it will recursively render its parents.
Merge: A path pA can be merged with another path pB by selectively appending one or
several operations from pA into pB. Both paths are preserved by this operation, and
the net effect is simply that pB is modified. For a merge operation to make sense,
however, the paths should be related, e.g., one of them being an ancestor of the other.
Note that operations can never be removed from the operation list in a path; a change
can only be undoed either by (a) branching from a previous state, or by (b) appending the
inverse operation to the end of the operations list. This is because branching for paths relies
on parent revisions to never disappear, which would otherwise cause inconsistencies.
5.2.3 Implementing Paths
Actually realizing the theoretical paths model above requires overcoming several im-
plementation challenges. Representation is perhaps central amongst them: the optimal
way to implement paths using current technology is to use a database management system
(DBMS) that stores individual paths in tables.
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Below we review additional challenges in implementing paths and our recommenda-
tions for how to tackle them.
Transformation Operations
Representing the actual transformation operations is a major challenge. Because opera-
tions are specific to different types of data, this consideration is dependent on the document
formats that the paths implementation supports. The best solution may be to store source
code in a domain-specific language (DSL) [69] for each document format. A particular
paths implementation may have to support several DSLs, one for each document format
supported. Also, care must be taken to not mix incompatible DSL operations in one path.
The database representation for an operation thus becomes a table consisting of a path
reference, a revision number (a serial number unique to each path), a time stamp, and an
operation string. For example, an operation string for a bitmap image DSL might have
the form crop(100, 100, 1024, 768) to crop an image to 1024⇥768 dimensions
starting at position (100, 100), whereas one for text might be insert("d", 10) to in-
sert the character “d” in position 10 in the current state. If the database inputs are cleaned
appropriately, it might even be possible to execute these operation strings using direct eval-
uation (i.e., with the eval() function for a DSL built in JavaScript).
Operation Chunking
To minimize the number of operations for each path, a practical solution might be
adopt the chunking approach used in graphical histories [70, 71] to group together related
operations. For example, a sequence of character insertions that together spell the word
“design” might be more economically represented as a single insertion of the whole word.
Similarly, a list of movements of a graphical object could be replaced by a single translation
for the resulting vector.
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The disadvantage of operation chunking is that the time stamp for each chunked event
is replaced by a single one, making it impossible to branch from the constituent events.
However, such fine branch granularity is generally not necessary for practical use.
Path Caching
The paths model takes a somewhat extreme view of state as the sum of all operations
performed on an entity. For this reason, rendering a path may sometimes be a lengthy
operation, particularly if the path has undergone many revisions or if individual operations
are time-consuming. For example, certain image filters (edge detection, motion blur, image
distortions) may take up several seconds to complete. In such situations, it is not practical
to render a path from scratch. Instead, we use path caching to speed up the process.
Formally speaking, a path cache is the complete rendered state sT for a path up to
revision number T . Rendering any paths at revision numbers T +N now simply reduces to
performing the abbreviated function composition
sT+N = fT+N   fT+N 1   fT+N 2   . . .  fT+1(sT ).
In practice, this means that when rendering a revision number T , the render operation
first fetches the cached path with the most recent revision number T 0  T . These cached
versions should be saved under unique file names in an internal directory and tracked using
a cache table in the database. Caching itself should be transparently performed, for example
whenever rendering a path, or when encountering a particularly time-consuming operation
(or sequence of operations). By the same token, a practical implementation should probably
incorporate a path cleaning mechanism that periodically removes cached versions (from
both cache table and directory) whenever they have not been accessed recently.
Transparent Path Operations The paths model may appear complex, but most of its
complexity can be hidden from the point of view of the end user. In fact, to achieve most
benefit from the concept, a practical implementation should most likely make all of the path
operations transparent to the user. For example, a paths implementation needs no explicit
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“save” functionality, but will instead automatically commit all modifications (using the
modify command). Similarly, rendering (particularly in the presence of any path caching),
deleting, and branching paths should also not expose the above details to the end user.
Perhaps the only path operation that cannot be entirely transparent is the merge, which
requires that the user explicitly selects the operations to merge from a source path into a
destination path. At the same time, it might be possible to encapsulate this operation in a
form of copy-and-paste that most users are already familiar with, or to use a smart merge.
Path Navigation
In a normal file system, a file explorer is sufficient to navigate and manage files and
directories. In a paths implementation, however, it is not only necessary to be able to
navigate the path structure (which may or may not incorporate the traditional hierarchical
structure of classic file systems), but also to navigate the revisions of each path. In other
words, a practical paths implementation needs a path explorer.
Several considerations factor into creating an effective path explorer. One visual repre-
sentation of a path is to display the list of operations, suitably chunked into semantic units.
However, this may result in a representation that is unfamiliar to users who are accustomed
to traditional file systems. An alternative representation may use rendered snapshots (as
thumbnail images or summaries, for example) of the path at various time intervals. Such
a representation would even be amenable to semantic zooming, where zooming in would
reveal a different visual representation with more detail, and zooming out would afford a
broad overview of the path’s evolution. Furthermore, it might be advantageous to use this
visual snapshot representation to highlight changes from one snapshot to the next using a
suitable visualization.
Several additional operations are needed in a practical path explorer. For example, the
visualization should visualize branching to show how different paths build on other paths,
as well as different users and their individual paths. The interface should also contain
mechanisms for searching for paths by name, time, or owner, as well as bookmarking,
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filtering, and tagging paths. Such an interface would not only aid creative collaboration, but
would also provide a framework for determining contributions, ownership, and influences
of ideas, especially in early stages of design.
5.3 The skWiki System
Based on our exploration of the design space of digital creativity support, we developed
a web-based collaborative editing framework for multimedia documents called SKWIKI.
skWiki is based on a web service architecture (Figure 5.1) with server-side components
to manage persistence using a practical paths implementation, and any number of users
participating in the collaboration using only a web browser. The framework supports dig-
ital media projects consisting of multiple media types, such as text, hand-drawn sketches,
vectorized illustrations, and digital photographs. skWiki clients can run on standard com-
puters, mobile phones, and tablets with popular operating systems such as Android and







Fig. 5.1. skWiki system architecture. The client maintains workspace and
local paths storage, whereas the server is the main paths repository.
skWiki was designed primarily to support divergent creative processes, i.e., early de-
sign, brainstorming, conceptual art, ideation, and design alternatives. We will now explain
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the implementation of the paths model in skWiki, and how its practical features support
collaborative creativity.
• Transformation Operations: Because skWiki is a controlled deployment of the
paths model (as opposed to, say, implementing it for an entire operating system), we
bound the operation set to the domain-specific languages used to create and modify
the state. Our implementation currently supports four DSLs: bitmaps (for digital
photographs), rich text (in HTML format), drawings (including free-hand sketching
and vector drawing), and layouts (hierarchical and spatial arrangements of entities
on a page).
Note that some operations in the above table include object identifiers as arguments
to name newly created objects. Object identifiers are used by other operations, such
as removeShape(), to refer to specific objects, and they must be explicitly named
so that the operations list is a complete representation of the state of a path.
• Operation Chunking: Our current implementation performs only a minimum of
operation chunking; for example, sequences of character insertions or deletions are
chunked into strings, and long series of lines captured from a user sketching are
chunked into polylines. However, similar to caching, chunking is a largely indepen-
dent mechanism that can be progressively improved to be more aggressive without
affecting overall skWiki functionality.
• Path Caching: The current implementation of skWiki uses no explicit path caching.
We found that none of our DSL operations were particularly time-consuming to
perform, and thus render each path completely from their creation. Furthermore,
since browser-based web applications have very limited support for local storage, we
wanted to avoid large network transfers of cached state. However, a practical skWiki
implementation in the future should certainly provide an appropriate level of caching.
• Transparent Operations: All path operations in the skWiki implementation are
transparent from the viewpoint of the user, including branching, undoing, and delet-
ing paths. In our informal evaluation, we found that normal users still prefer access to
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standard operations such as “save” and did not fully understand the new conceptual
model underlying skWiki. For this purpose, we provided an “add bookmark” button
to replace the traditional “save.” This is a transitional remedy until the paths concept
becomes more familiar to our end users.
• Path Navigation: We implemented a traditional graph viewer, similar to those used
in source code management systems, to explore and manage paths. We currently use
bookmarked revisions to guide which important states to visualize in the path viewer.
This also supports the users’ mental model that their bookmarked revisions are the
main units of the history. Of course, the path implementation allows the user to also
drill into any revision between bookmarked ones whenever necessary.
• Viewers and Editors: A Viewer is an interpreter for a domain-specific language
that is capable of decoding a sequence of transformation operations implemented in
a DSL and recreating the corresponding digital content. Similarly, an Editor is a
command generator that can generate new DSL operations in response to user inter-
action. Viewers and Editors in skWiki are thus plugins tied to a specific media type.
Both Viewers and Editors are part of the same user interface. Viewers get allocated
a content space for its associated path. Content spaces may also have an associated
Editor that will partner with the Viewer to allow path modifications. The Editor will
also provide a DSL-specific toolbar (Figure 5.2) to support editing.
5.3.1 Interactions
The skWiki client is a JavaScript web application that runs entirely in the user’s own
browser, regardless of operating system, hardware platform, and with no special software
dependencies. Figure 5.2 shows an annotated screenshot of the main skWiki interface,
which includes the editing toolbar and the path explorer. In addition to the tree-based path
explorer, we also provide a gallery-based path explorer where entities are represented by










Fig. 5.2. The skWiki browser-based user interface showing the editing
toolbar and the path viewer for a sketch entity.
5.3.2 Implementation Notes
The skWiki front-end web application is implemented in Java using the Google Web
Toolkit (GWT). GWT compiles Java code into JavaScript, which runs in virtually any web
browser as a rich internet application (RIA). This enables building web applications without
requiring expertise in browser quirks, JavaScript, and AJAX requests.
The skWiki server is implemented as a Java Servlet hosted in an Apache Tomcat servlet
container. The server also runs a PostgreSQL database for storing all paths and DSL in-
formation. The client talks to the server using GWT-RPC (Remote Procedure Call). When
the skWiki servlet receives a request, it fetches information from the database and per-
forms the required operations. It then sends a reply to the skWiki client, which updates
its own state in response. This architecture makes client-side editing into a real-time and
synchronous process, whereas network-intensive or computationally expensive operations
such as searching, rendering, and sorting remain asynchronously performed on the server.
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Fig. 5.3. Two parallel paths of concept sketches of a toy helicopter. skWiki
supports multiple co-existing revision histories for the same multimedia
object. This is possible using paths, which track state changes over time
and users so that the complete operation history is preserved.
5.4 Collaborative Conceptual Design with skWiki
skWiki enables collaborative design on digital platforms by supporting information rich
sketches consisting of hand drawings, textual annotations, and images. The revisions made
by the users are stored as operations following the paths model and these sketches can
be retrieved by reconstructing the path from the original. This allows for branching and
merging in divergent and convergent processes respectively during design. Figures 5.3
shows the sketches and textual documents that are modified through branch and merge
operations in skWiki. Apart from this, the path viewer along with the preview panel views
all the sketches shared by the users. While advancement features such as operation caching,
operation chunking, and automated and intelligent merge operation are not fully supported
by the current implementation, it still proved to be successful in achieving its purpose.
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6. EVALUATION OF SKWIKI
In collaboration with designers and communication researchers, we conducted different
evaluations of skWiki. We started with an evaluation of the skWiki sharing model to see
whether the intermediate steps during the path of a sketch are indeed useful in design. For
this, we conducted a user study with teams of 3 participants using a constrained sharing
model (C-Sketch) and an unconstrained sharing model (skWiki). Later, the students of toy
design (ME444) and product design (ME553) courses at Purdue University were provided
with skWiki and the necessary hardware for collaborative ideation and design (in teams
of four). These practical sessions were conducted by our collaborators and therefore, this
thesis only contains a brief summary of their findings.
6.1 Evaluation of the skWiki Sharing Model
Our goal with skWiki is to support digital creativity in collaborative teams, both co-
located as well as distributed. To evaluate our prototype, we performed a study of co-
located teams on a creative task. Since free-form creativity not only takes training but is
also difficult to quantify, we used a form of controlled brainstorming called C-sketch [8]. C-
sketch is a sketch-oriented adaptation of the more generic method of 6-3-5 brainwriting [6],
contextualized in a design environment. In the C-sketch method, designers first spend 6-10
minutes sketching out an idea, and then pass it on to the next person. Each designer then
spends the next 6-10 minutes working on editing or extending the design idea given by
their teammate. This process continues for 2-3 iterations, at the end of which all designs
sketched initially have undergone iterative development by at least 3 people. The C-sketch
workflow is shown in the left part of Figure 6.1.
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6.1.1 Experimental Conditions
One of the main drawbacks of methods such as C-sketch is that some promising ideas
can be lost in the series of iterative edits. Additionally, at the end of the session, there are
only as many ideas as there are designers, with intermediate—and potentially promising—
ideas being “lost”. We hypothesized that the history support afforded by skWiki, along
with the option to branch out and create multiple versions of the same sketch, will pro-
vide designers with more potential sources of inspiration and development for the design
problem at hand.
Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 
C-sketch: Traditional model C-sketch: skWiki model 
Sketches  
at end of 
Round 1 (3) 
Sketches  
at end of 
Round 2 (3) 
Sketches  
at end of 
Round 3 (3) 
Sketches  
at end of  
Round 1 (3) 
Sketches  
at end of 
Round 2 (6) 
Sketches  
at end of 
Round 3 (9) 
Fig. 6.1. Schematic diagram of the two processes used in the user study:
traditional (left) versus the skWiki version of C-sketch (right). Each col-
umn shows sketches made or modified by each participant (team of three).
The grey arrows show the paths of the traditional C-sketch method, and
colored arrows show a departure from the model enabled by skWiki. Po-
tential paths are shown as translucent arrows, while actual paths taken
are shown with solid arrows. The traditional C-sketch model emulates
the pen-paper paradigm, with no duplication, and no saved states for the
sketches. Thus, there are only three concepts available at the end of this
session, with all intermediate concepts lost. The skWiki model allows du-
plication and multiple copies at each round (shown as aquamarine arrows),
as well as for branching from earlier states (shown as orange arrows). The
team thus has more choices at the end of each round, and nine concepts at
the end of the session.
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In order to study the effects of the affordances offered by skWiki, we involved each
team in two different conditions:
• Traditional: The team used a traditional three-round C-sketch workflow as de-
scribed above, with only sketch movement (no copying) between participants, and
with only the latest sketch version available for each round.
• Full skWiki: Here the team used the same three-round method as above, with two
main differences: (1) at the beginning of the second and third rounds, they could
choose any sketch to work on except the sketch they had created in the previous
round, and (2) when selecting a final design (end of round 3), they could choose
sketches from rounds earlier than the immediately preceding one.
While the C-sketch method typically involves sketching on paper. our intent was not to
compare paper vs. digital media. We thus used skWiki for both versions: a version without
branching and history “rollback” for the C-sketch condition, and a version with both these
features for the full skWiki condition. The aquamarine and orange arrows in Figure 6.1
show the branching and rollback operations respectively.
6.1.2 Participants
We recruited 4 teams of 3 paid participants each (11 mechanical engineering graduate
students and 1 post-doctoral researcher, all male). Participants were aged between 21 and
33 years. 10 participants were comfortable with sketching, and 5 considered themselves
proficient. 4 participants had prior knowledge of the C-sketch method. Participants were
randomly assigned to teams based on available time slots.
6.1.3 Apparatus
All participants used Microsoft Surface Pro tablets, equipped with the Surface Pen for
sketching and annotations. Both conditions used different versions of the skWiki interface,
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running on the Google Chrome browser. For the traditional C-sketch condition, the skWiki
interface was provided with curbed features based on the C-sketch method, such as adopt-
ing a sketch and editing it, with no copy or history support. The skWiki C-sketch condition
also required a level of feature curbing: history support was minimized to what was avail-
able at the end of each round, but not to a stage between them. These constraints helped
control the experiment conditions, in addition to allowing the participants to concentrate
on the method rather than spend their time on learning and remembering commands.
6.1.4 Tasks
The teams were assigned two tasks, one for each condition: (1) design a toy catapult
with an innovative launching mechanism, and (2) design a new kind of somersaulting toy.
The order of conditions and tasks were varied among the team to balance out learning
effects as well as testing bias.
Each task was split into three rounds of 6 minutes each. In the first round, participants
were asked to sketch one idea each for the toy, and annotate it so that their team could un-
derstand the idea without additional explanation. No verbal communication between team
members was allowed during the three sketch rounds. In the second and third rounds, each
participant was asked to develop or edit the sketch of another participant, without com-
pletely erasing it. In the case of the traditional C-sketch method, participants were asked
to circulate their sketches clockwise to their adjacent teammate. For the full skWiki con-
dition, participants could choose any of their teammates’ sketches from any stage, but not
their own. This restriction was imposed to prevent participants from continuously working
on their own idea for the duration of the session. At the end of the session, participants
were asked to spend 5 minutes to discuss and select the most promising concept from the
set of available concepts.
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6.1.5 Data Collection
Participants were asked to respond to questions pertaining to the usefulness and ease
of the methods on a Likert scale. A log of participant choices in rounds two and three in
the skWiki condition was also recorded to identify cases of departure from the traditional
method afforded due to the branching (creating copies) and history support (choosing a
sketch from the first round during the third). Finally, each team’s selection of the “most
promising idea”, and its corresponding round, was noted.
6.1.6 Results and Discussion
The branching operations performed by participants in each team for both the traditional
C-sketch and the full skWiki conditions are shown in Figure 6.2. Below we discuss how
features that are unique to skWiki were used by the teams.
Cloning and History Rollback
The C-sketch flow of design follows a linear sharing model through a “passing the paper
around” paradigm prescribed by the method that the participants were required to follow.
For the skWiki method, participant activity shows instances of multiple copies of a sketch
in every round, for every single team. Of these instances, three teams branched out (cloned)
from earlier versions of their team members’ sketches, made possible through the “history
rollback” support. Three out of four teams selected their final design from the last set of
iterations, shown by the “starred” nodes in Figure 6.2. However, it is noteworthy that one
team selected a design from their second round, which would have been lost had it not been
for the history rollback support.
Participant responses to survey questions support the usefulness of the branching and
history rollback afforded by skWiki: of the 12 participants, 11 preferred the full skWiki
model of C-sketch. Reasons cited for the preference ranged from the ability to choose a
more promising idea, the availability of a larger variety of ideas to choose from, and the
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ability to see more popular or “growing ideas”, as one participant put it. Participants also
cited the ease of collaboration as another reason for preferring skWiki. The one participant
who preferred the traditional C-sketch model of sharing cited his reason as the full skWiki
system allowing the designer to stick to a limited set of designs if he so chooses, as opposed
to C-sketch, which ensured that everyone worked on everyone else’s designs. However, all
12 participants reported that they found the option to select ideas useful.
Path Viewer with Preview
Recall that the traditional C-sketch path viewer for the user study was configured to
show only the latest sketches of all the users, while for the skWiki model it showed the
revisions of all users that were uploaded at the end of each 6-minute session. The post-
survey responses suggest that a majority of the users (average of 75%) found it easy to
decide on a version to download for the next round during full skWiki model even though
more versions are shown than in the traditional C-sketch. For the full skWiki sharing model,
we anticipated a decrease in the ease of browsing and choosing ideas in later rounds owing
to an increase in the number of ideas to choose from. Participant responses, however, were
mixed: 7 out of 12 participants mentioned that it was easy for them to choose an idea to
work on in the second round, while 1 participant reported finding it difficult. 4 participants
were undecided. Surprisingly, the number of participants who found it easy to choose
ideas increased for the third round to 9 participants, while 3 participants found it difficult.
Interestingly, this increase was accompanied by a mix of transitions: all participants who
found it difficult to choose in the previous round found it easier to choose in the last round,
whereas 3 participants who found choosing in the second round easy, had the opposite
experience in the third round. The increase in participant ease could be explained by a
greater familiarity with their team member’s designs by the third round, assuming changes
are clear in the thumbnail view. A more complex design change, however would entail
checking out the sketch and examining it closely, a process that becomes more tedious
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the more choice one has. This is echoed by the participants: some suggested using larger
previews, or larger thumbnails with the facility to flip through them easily.
Paths in C-sketch 
p1 p2 p3 
Paths taken by teams using skWiki 
Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4 
p1 p2 p3 p1 p2 p3 p1 p2 p3 p1 p2 p3 
(all teams) 
Fig. 6.2. Comparison between paths taken in the C-sketch model (left)
and skWiki (right) in the user study. Each gray node represents a sketch
by a participant (labeled as p1, p2, p3) at the end of every round. Standard
“passing on a sketch” operations are shown as gray arrows, branching to
create multiple copies is aquamarine, and branching from history is or-
ange. Stars indicate a sketch was selected as the best design.
From a methodology point of view, it is premature, based on this study alone, to con-
clude that more choice for the designer is better. In fact, allowing the designer, especially a
design engineer, to freely choose a design could lead to fixation, as engineers tend to favor
previously encountered designs or designs they developed themselves [72]. However, the
purpose of skWiki is not to merely provide choice, but to preserve every stage of work
as well as to allow for potential branching (cloning) of ideas at every such stage. In the
context of the C-sketch method, Shah et al. state saturation—participants feeling “that they
could no longer contribute to the idea generation process” [8, p. 191]—as one of the issues
of their method. With skWiki, this saturation can be delayed since each designer can have
the opportunity to work on every other designer’s initial design, without incremental ad-
ditions or modifications of features done by other designers, thus geometrically increasing
the number of potential iterations. Additionally, designers can return to the problem days
later and pick up where they left off, owing to the persistence of every state of their design
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on the server. Finally, as seen with Team 2 in Figure 6.2, skWiki preserves promising ideas
that would otherwise be lost to further iterations.
6.2 skWiki in Practical Use
Chandrasegaran et al. [73] report a case study of collaborative sketching with skWiki
to evaluate its use in two contexts, (1) as a collaborative ideation tool, and (2) as a design
research tool. For this evaluation, they perform a longitudinal study of an undergraduate
design team that used skWiki over the course of concept generation and development phase
of their course project. The team consisted of four students (3 male, 1 female) from a
senior elective course on toy design (offered in Fall 2013). They used Microsoft Surface
Pro tablets equipped with a dedicated stylus and Google Chrome browser to use skWiki for
the concept generation (in-class for 65 min) and concept development phases (out-of-class
for 18 days) of the course. Our collaborators verified various types of transformations that
the generated sketches went through including: (1) creation of new sketch from scratch,
inspired from another sketch, or showing additional detail of existing idea, (2) modification
of an existing sketch to create new idea or to add details.
They found evidence to all the pre-defined idea transformations [74] in the partipant
data. While the concept generation phase had both lateral transformation (an idea changed
into something distinct but related) and vertical transformation (detailing an existing idea),
the concept development phase was mostly dominated by vertical transformations that rep-
resent the development of an idea. The team feedback from this study suggested that
skWiki was positively received overall (3 out of 4 found skWiki to an effective and fun way
to collaborate), but they also reported higher lags in the server processing with increasing
number of sketches. The participants also mentioned that they would like a ”shared white-
board” emulation, where multiple people could sketch on the same space simultaneously.
Further exploring these suggestions can be part of the future versions of skWiki.
As mentioned in this paper, we promote the use of skWiki as a collaboration tool as
well as a research tool for studying collaboration.
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Spring 2014: skWiki was put to extensive use by the students of the graduate-level prod-
uct design course (ME553). Four teams of four students each used skWiki for a 75 min
collaborative design session with the goal of designing a toy in three stages (as in previous
studies). The students used skWiki on the Google Chrome browser of an Apple iPad with
a blunt-tip stylus. Overall, the students felt that skWiki on iPad was an interesting and fun
way to design. The data collected during this session including both the use of skWiki
through branching and merging, and the sociometric data of the participants such as their
speech volume and body movement are yet to be analysed, but here we report some of the
improvements to the skWiki system (especially interface) suggested by the students:
• Many expressed concerns about interacting with multiple drawing canvases on skWiki.
By design, multiple sketch canvases can be created with skWiki thus providing the
ability to draw a layered sketch. The students felt that better options for switching be-
tween canvas are required as selection of a specific canvas was hard due to occlusion
and lack of appropriate feedback.
• Missed the ability to zoom into a particular region of a sketch. The native gestures on
Google Chrome on an iPad include zoom and this was disabled for the convenience of
the users. A zoom lens to view/draw details in a small region needs to be introduced
to the skWiki platform.
• Some students expressed concern with the responsiveness of the system especially
while saving and retrieving a sketch. Stress tests to figure out the performance scal-
ability of the skWiki platform are required to counter these issues.
• Missed the features to erase a drawing at a stroke level, different types of pens,
brushes, layout undo/redo and advanced color palette.
• Students were also self-conscious about sketching on an iPad as they felt that the
quality of the sketches was very primitive and immature. Some even felt that the
medium was restricting their ability to sketch. Their comments include, ”Sketching
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with the tablets felt awkward”, ”Not being a very skilled sketcher made the tablet
feel useless to me cause I had even less control over my sketch than on paper”.
Apart from the improvements to the skWiki platform itself, we found out that the default
gestures that are activated by Google Chrome on iPads to refresh and navigate webpages
hindered the fluid use of skWiki during these sessions, although some of these hindrances
were mitigated with proper counter measures.
Further development of the skWiki platform is needed to address the suggestions from
the design students.
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7. IMPLICATIONS OF SKWIKI
A user of the Web 2.0 generation is not only a consumer of digital content, but a creator,
distributor, and marketer as well. However, most current content creation tools are geared
towards convergent processes which strive to create a single article, a unified data table, or
a common illustration agreed upon by all. With skWiki, we have tackled a diametrically
opposite approach—a collaborative creativity framework for divergent processes: many
design alternatives, multiple iterations, and competing yet comfortably coexisting versions.
However, in traversing this path (no pun intended), we had to make several design decisions
that affected the final skWiki implementation presented in this paper.
Our skWiki implementation uses the paths concept to support effortless collaborative
creating, sharing, and merging for multimedia. A key component for managing these me-
andering paths is the path explorer, which not only tracks paths in space but also in time
and across multiple users. However, a visual path explorer of this type will inevitably en-
counter presentation difficulties as the number of revisions and users grows. For example,
our current explorer implementation uses a node-link representation that would not scale to
more than a few hundred revisions and users. Because of this, applying it on a large scale
in a system such as Wikipedia would simply not be feasible. More work is required here
not only in visual summaries and alternate representations, but also in methods for filtering,
navigating, and searching within paths and between users in the path explorer.
Scale also affects more than the mere interface layer of the system. One weakness
of the paths model of skWiki is that it could lead to a profliferation (if not explosion) of
concurrent paths, with much of the data being redundant and replicated. Even deleted files
would remain in storage forever, effectively making it impossible to ever “clean up” a hard
disk or storage system. On the other hand, a paths model with appropriately designed
DSL operations can also be significantly more economical than an equivalent file system.
For one thing, storing an operation is often less space-consuming than storing its effect;
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one example is inverting a raster image. Second, the branch operation in the paths model,
which corresponds to a copy in a traditional file system, is extremely lightweight: an empty
branch simply contains a few bytes to store the new path identifier and track the parent path
and revision number. Nevertheless, we recognize that the paths model described here is not
a general replacement for a traditional file system by any measure. We simply found it well
suited to our overall design rationale.
An added advantage of the paths model is the immunity to common issues in conputer
support collaborative work which include consistency, conflict management and synchro-
nization. The paths model eschews the idea of a common “trunk”, with the skWiki phi-
losophy being that every state of collaborative creativity reflects the user’s creative input
and and should thus be retrievable. The absence of a trunk means that there is no concept
of conflict or concurrence. In skWiki, this just means that the latest submissions from two
users involve merges from different states. They are still stored under the individual user
paths, and both versions are available to other users. For the same reason, there are no
concurrency issues, as both ”concurrent” states are stored under different user paths.
One potential weakness of the paths model is the merge operation, which is somewhat
difficult to characterize to the user. It is partly a copy operation, because it replicates one
or more transformation operations from a source path to a destination path. Also, it is
typically performed on paths that are somehow related, for example, having a common
ancestor. In our current implementation, merging two paths is operationally equivalent to
branching a new child from one of the two paths followed by applying one or more latest
operations of the other. However, merging is an even more powerful concept, which for
example can allow identical operations to affect a large set of paths based on the operation
sequence. More work is needed to explore the potential of the merge operation. Further,
the current version of skWiki does not incorporate consensus: a final idea or set of ideas
that are selected by a team. In our model, all ideas exist simultaneously, and final ideas
are not explicitly shortlisted or tagged for future reference. We need to explore the use of
collaborative tagging [75] to allow for tag-based selection and filtering in the paths.
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One of the most closely related existing projects for skWiki is Google Docs, which
supports much of the same functionality for collaborative multimedia authoring while re-
taining a revision history. However, compared to skWiki, Google Docs lacks many of our
visualization mechanisms as well as multi-user revision tracking. It is also designed for
a convergent workflow. For a group of brainstorming toy designers, one alternative be to
use a single Google Docs document where each designer works on separate pages while
routinely referring to each other’s work. However, branching from another designer’s work
is not a native operation in Docs, and requires replicating that work first before editing.
Finally, it is worth comparing skWiki to wikis, which the system at least shares some
common ancestry with. For one thing, wikis are notoriously difficult to use with anything
other than textual content. Images are not first-class objects in a typical wiki software, and
must be edited using offline desktop applications. Part of the goal for skWiki is to provide
a multimedia authoring environment that is not dependent on offline desktop applications,
at least not for the most common operations. However, the differences go a lot further
than this: a traditional wiki and skWiki represent two radically different designs. Whereas
a wiki has one copy of each document and will always show its latest version, skWiki is




The goal of this thesis was to iteratively develop a collaborative sketching platform to en-
able early design on digital media such as portable tablets, smartphones, and large display
devices. This was done through a process of evaluation of the digital media in terms of
low-level performance followed by practical evaluations alongside the platform develop-
ment. In this chapter, we first recap the research presented in previous chapters followed
by some suggestions for future work.
8.1 Conclusions
In order to evaluate the performance of direct-touch tablets for early design, we con-
ducted a user study to understand the sketching and tracing performance of novice de-
signers on different input-media combinations. The participants used three input-media
combinations–pen on paper, stylus on tablet, and finger on tablet–in tracing and sketching
tasks. We have observed that tracing using a stylus on tablet was faster than pen on paper.
The tablet medium outperformed pen-paper in terms of tracing speed, but at the expense of
accuracy. For the sketching tasks, the quality of the sketches were significantly higher for
the ones drawn using pen-paper and stylus-tablet when compared to fingertablet in case of
more complex shapes. A follow-up study with hard and soft-tipped styli helped bring into
relief the effects of parallax. These results can help guide designers in building the next
generation of sketch-based applications.
Following this, we presented our first high-fidelity prototype for collaborative sketch-
ing, Sketchbox, an Android application that utilizes Dropbox APIs to build a shared cloud
for collaboration among users. Formative evaluation of the Sketchbox prototype showed
that branching (from a sketch by creating a copy) was more preferred than replacing ex-
isting sketches. Sketchbox was also used by our collaborators to study various markers of
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idea generation and creativity including turn taking, idea fluency, creative flow, and this
suggested that the use of digital medium was indeed encouraging collaborative design.
With the findings from the use of Sketchbox, we further designed skWiki, a web-
based content authoring framework for creative processes that implements an abstract paths
model in favor of a traditional file system. Paths represent entity state over time, and
consists of the operations that were performed to create and modify an entity rather than
snapshots or diffs. This model is particularly powerful for multi-user collaborative set-
tings where the aim is to brainstorm and generate many design alternatives for a particular
theme. The skWiki system is a practical paths implementation and allows users to collabo-
rative work on multimedia documents consisting of images, vectors, sketches, layouts, and
rich text. To validate the work, we conducted a qualitative user study involving four teams
of three engineering students using the tool for designing children’s toys. Furthermore,
skWiki was used by the students of the toy design and product design courses for collabo-
rative ideation and design. The students felt that skWiki was a fun way to collaborate.
8.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The recommendations for continuation of the research presented in this thesis can be
split into three domains:
1. Performance Evaluation of Digital Media: It is worth extending our initial study
to explore the effects of varying tunnel widths and shapes, including the effects of the
number and angles of corners. In the context of sketching for early design, this study
may provide a better understanding of the performance of digital media. One more
aspect we would consider is a qualitative study of the media with respect to less tan-
gible aspects such as their effects on creativity. This would help us further understand
the advantages and tradeoffs of using digital media in a design context. Furthermore,
we found that handwritten annotations were very common during the collaborative
design sessions even though the users were provided with features for textual anno-
tations. These handwritten annotations are mostly illegible and hard to read due to
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the lack of precision on the tablet medium (with blunt-tip styli). Evaluating these
devices for handwriting tasks may help design intelligent techniques to auto-correct
or beautify handwritten annotations, and even convert them automatically to text.
2. Interface Design: Even though skWiki was positively received by the participants of
our studies, further development of the path viewer/explorer to tackle longer design
sessions by path caching and chunking is required. In addition to this, an evaluation
of the merge operation by studying the effectiveness of various techniques for merg-
ing in terms of both qualitiative and quantitative measures is needed. This will help
in designing better skWiki interface to further support convergent processes in early
design. Other minor improvements include support for additional media types such
as vectors, voice annotations, and animations; while also revising the architecture to
accept plugins for these media types.
3. Interface Development: One of the high priority recommendations include the sug-
gestions from the recent practical use of skWiki. These include better interaction
with multiple canvases, presence of a zoom feature, and undo/redo options at a layout
level. This will improve the fluidity of the skWiki interface and hopefully promote
its use further.
Finally, dissemination of the skWiki system and promotion of the development of this
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